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ABSTRACT 

The secure data sharing in cloud computing, the personal health information is always shared among the 

patients located in respective social communities suffering from the same disease. Cipher text-policy with attribute-

based encryption authentication scheme in the distributed m-health care using cloud computing system is proposed. 

The three levels of security is (1) directly authorized physicians (2) indirectly authorized physicians and (3) 

unauthorized individuals in medical consultants. These three of them can decipher the Personal Health Information 

(PHI) and/or verifies patient’s identities by satisfying the attribute our scheme that can resist different kinds of attacks 

and performs the previous ones in terms of computational, communication and storage overhead. To overcome this 

drawback we proposed a time based authorized accessible privacy model (AAPM) is implemented. Implementing 

these scheme patients can authorize their consultants. In this paper based on the recent problems we introducing a 

new technique called “Attribute-based encryption” which verifies the signature. An efficient file hierarchy attribute 

based encryption scheme comprises of three levels of security which requires privacy in distributed m-health care 

cloud computing system. In recent many of the access control techniques and several anonymous authentication 

schemes cannot be directly exploited.  for mutual support, and across distributed health care providers equipped with 

their own cloud servers for medical consultant To overcome this drawback we proposed a time based authorized 

accessible privacy model (AAPM) is implemented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this project, we will use aadhar card which is based on monitoring the health care system. While 

registering user should provide aadhar card details. All details are monitored by the health care system. Then find 

the nearest medical shop to buy medicines. In existing system, the doctor details, patient details and hospital’s details 

are done manually and the main drawback is they cannot access the user security authorization. In social networks 

related to m-health care, the personal information is always shared among the patient who is located in respective 

social communities suffering from the same disease. This is because of obtaining a mutual support across distributed 

health care providers equipped with their own cloud servers for medical consultant. In this synergy, doctor will fix 

the appointment for particular patient and send that details to the admin with respective time and date. After 

consulting the doctor patient is provided with a feedback which is sent to the admin. The admin will verify the 

feedback. If the feedback is bad, the information will sent to the particular doctor, suppose if the feedback is good 

the admin will accept the feedback. They can access the personal health information not the patient’s identity. The 

unauthorized persons could not be obtained. This will avoid the lengthy waiting time in hospitals. The Personal 

Health Information (PHI) may contain Blood Pressure (BP), heart failure status heart rhythms and blood oxygen 

level etc. This will always leads to the e Health system which contains three components: (a) BSNs at home,                 

(b) wireless transmission network and (c) e Health center with rapid increase of old people in our society, the e health 

system has been accepted widely by the health care communities. For example, recently last decade European 

Commission activities has implemented patient-centered health delivery system in e Health which includes all stages 

of care with prevention, diagnosis, treatment and follow up Without proper security of their information regarding 

health, patient may refuse any kind of treatment since they are afraid of loss of their PHI including information about 

their illness or disability. Government has established stringent regulations to ensure that the patient’s PHI must be 

properly secure with privacy. In this existing system there is No data security the data can be viewed by anyone. In 

proposed system, we will overcome all patient’s details including disease description over India by using Aadhar 

card based monitoring health care system and patient’s feedback collection and high performance with efficient 

security. The single access structure is actually combined with propagated access structure and the integrated access 

structure is encrypted by the hierarchical files. The simulation results and security proof shows that our scheme 

performs privacy-preserving with previous constructions which were formal. Distributed m-health care cloud 

computing system will significantly facilitates patient treatment efficiently for medical consultation by sharing 

personal health information. This kind of system will brings out the challenge of keeping the patient’s data with high 

confidentiality and their identity privacy concurrently It brings out a series of challenges that especially ensure how 

to secure and protect the privacy of patient’s personal health information from various attacks in the wireless 

communication channel such as tampering and eavesdropping. 
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In distributed m-health care cloud computing systems, all of them are classified into three categories:              

(a) directly authorized physicians with green labels in local health care provider who are authorized by the patient’s 

and can access both patient’s Personal Health Information (PHI) and personal identity. (b) Indirectly authorized 

physicians with yellow labels in remote health care providers who were authorized by the directly authorized 

physicians for medical consultants or some other research purposes. This kind of physicians can only access the 

personal health information not the personal identity of the patient’s and (c) unauthorized persons with red labels in 

which they cannot obtain anything about the patients. Expanding the techniques of attribute based access control by 

verifying the signatures on and e-identified health information. We determine three different levels of privacy-

preserving techniques. Regarding security facet, one of the main issues is accessing the patient’s personal health 

information, which is only an authorized physician or institutions that can recover the patient’s personal health 

information while sharing the data in the distributed m-health care cloud computing system. In real time most of the 

patient’s are concerned about confidentiality of their personal health information. In distributed m-health care cloud 

computing system which is a part of the patient’s personal health information that could be shared. Patient’s 

information must be very secure in which they demand urgent solutions. The conventional healthcare system is 

overcome by the new wireless technology with lot of advantages which is efficient in the hospital environment to 

monitor the patient’s health and disease progression. However the design of e Health system comes with a newly 

emerged challenge, one of the main challenges is how to ensure the security and privacy of the patient’s Personal 

Health information (PHI) from different kinds of threats. Many of them are concerned about privacy of their PHI 

including unauthorized collection, disclosure or other uses of PHI. This problem is resolved by obtaining the 

feedback from the patient’s regarding doctor appointment cancelled for temporary. x. The main contribution of this 

project is a novel authorized accessible privacy model (AAPM) for multi-level privacy preserving.  

 A cooperative authentication is provided to allow the patient’s to authorize corresponding privileges for 

different kinds of consultants who is located in different kinds of consultants who is located in distributed healthcare 

providers by setting an access tree support for flexible threshold predictions. Based on the AAPM, Attribute based 

encryption and time access control in the distributed m-healthcare cloud computing system is implemented by 

realizing three different levels of security and privacy requirement for the patients of storage, communication and 

computational overhead in health care systems. 

Secure and Reliable Cloud Storage against Data Re-outsourcing Secure and Reliable Cloud Storage against 

Data Re-outsourcing in this system the Provable Data Possession (PDP) algorithm can be used. In this system the 

analysis shows that our scheme is secure and efficient but it used more space in cloud. 

In this system, Identity-based encryption (IBE) This algorithm is not mention full details about attribute 

encryption and every one can access details. Identity-based  encryption (IBE) cloud-based revocable identity-based 

proxy re-encryption (CR-IB-PeRE) the disadvantage of this system is time encryption once files encrypted get more 

space this algorithm do re-encryption so affected storage .the  disadvantage is only have attribute encryption but not 

implement access control mechanism. Public Key Encryption (PKE). Here Key management problem high and re 

encryption affected storage. The main disadvantage is security and privacy of the patient’s personal health 

information from various attacks physicians.  

The patients personal health information namely it is only the authorized physicians or institutions that can 

recover the patients personal health information during the data sharing in the distributed m-healthcare cloud Security 

and Privacy. The disadvantage is it need to implement the authorized accessible privacy model (AAPM) for the 

multilevel privacy preserving reliable authentication. But it need to allow the patients to authorize corresponding 

privileges to different kinds of physicians located in distributed health care by setting an access tree supporting 

flexible threshold. 

The scalability and mobility that a Cloud-based environment system can offer provides several advantages 

but there are some barriers that must also be manage. The disadvantage in distributed m healthcare cloud computing 

systems, which part of the patients’ personal health information should be shared and which physicians their personal 

health information should be shared. 

 Instead the clients pay to the CSPs for the services on the basis of pay-as-you go model. Adopting cloud 

services eradicates the need for possessing the aforesaid resources. A cooperative authentication is provided to allow 

the patient’s to authorize corresponding privileges for different kinds of consultants who is located in different kinds 

of consultants who is located in distributed healthcare providers by setting an access tree support for flexible 

threshold predictions. Based on the AAPM, Attribute based encryption and time access control in the distributed m-

healthcare cloud computing system is implemented by realizing three different levels of security and privacy 

requirement for the patient’s of storage, communication and computational overhead in health care systems. 

Attribute-based encryption (ABE): New means for encrypted access control. Cipher texts not necessarily 

encrypted to one particular user.  Users’ private keys and cipher texts associated with a set of attributes or a policy 

over attributes.
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In recent many of the access control techniques and several anonymous authentication schemes cannot be 

directly exploited.  for mutual support, and across distributed health care providers equipped with their own cloud 

servers for medical consultant To overcome this drawback we proposed a time based authorized accessible privacy 

model (AAPM) is implemented. 

  
Figure.1. System Overview 

Attribute-based encryption (ABE): New means for encrypted access control.  For these generate a new Cipher 

texts not necessarily encrypted to one particular use of the ABE policy the user has the Private keys and cipher texts 

associated with a set of attributes or a policy over attributes. Attribute based encryption and time access control in 

the distributed m-healthcare cloud computing system is implemented 

Table.1. Health care 

S.NO Health Care percentage 

1 Hospital Discharge 3% 

2 Emergency Department visits 15% 

3 Hospital Out Patient Visits 5% 

4 Physician Office Visits 76% 

               

 
Figure.2. Health care system 

Pseudo code: 

The FH-CP-ABE scheme consists of four operations: 

Setup, KeyGen, Encrypt and Decrypt 

step1: (PK;MSK) ← Setup(1) 

step2: K) ← KeyGen(PK;MSK; S).  

step3: (CT) ← Encrypt(PK; ck;A).  

step4: (cki(i∈ [1; k])) ← Decrypt(PK;CT; SK) 

Step5:     Encryption 

Step6:     Encryption ed=new Encryption(); 

Step7:    for(str) 

Step8:     if(str.equals("inputDate")) 

Step9:     IinputDate=ed.Encryption1(inputDate); 

Step10:      if(str.equals("Surgery")) 

Step11      Surgery=ed.Encryption1(Surgery); 

Step12:      if(str.equals("BG")) 
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Step13:       BG=ed.Encryption1(BG); 

Step14:    if(str.equals("Age")) 

Step15:     Age=ed.Encryption1(Age); 

Step16:    if(str.equals("Issues")) 

Step17:    Issues=ed.Encryption1(Issues); 

Step18:      if(str.equals("BB")) 

Step19:      BB=ed.Encryption1(BB); 

Step20:      if(str.equals("Height"): 

Step21:      Height=ed.Encryption1(Height); 

Step22:      if(str.equals("Weight")) 

Step23:       Weight=ed.Encryption1(Weight); 

End 

Attribute-Based encryption (ABE): Attribute-based encryption (ABE) is a relatively recent approach that 

reconsiders the concept of public-key cryptography. In traditional public-key cryptography, a message is encrypted 

for a specific receiver using the receiver’s public-key. Identity-based cryptography and in particular identity-based 

encryption (IBE) changed the traditional understanding of public-key cryptography by allowing the public-key to be 

an arbitrary string, e.g., the email address of the receiver. ABE goes 

Key generation: Setup, Key Gen, Encrypt and Decrypt. It is described as follows the probabilistic operation takes a 

security parameter as input and outputs public key PK and master secret key MSK. 

The operation inputs PK, MSK and a set of attributes S and creates a secret key SK.A as in the At last, it 

creates an integrated cipher text of content keys CT. The algorithm inputs PK, CT which includes an integrated 

access structure A, SK described by a set of attributes 

Techniques: Based on the AAPM, Attribute based encryption and time access control in the distributed m-healthcare 

cloud computing system is implemented by realizing three different levels of security and privacy requirement for 

the patient’s.  

2. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed a cipher text policy- Attribute Based Encryption (CP-ABE), which efficiently 

shares the files in hierarchy in cloud computing. The files which is hierarchical are encrypted with an access structure 

and cipher text components which is related to the attributes. In this we implemented the time based control in which 

we can secure the private information of the user and doctor can view the user report only at the particular time. 

Policy are divided into three categories direct user, Indirect user and unauthorized user. Direct user is the user they 

meet the requirements directly from the doctor. Indirect user is the one who meets the requirements through an 

intermediate. Unauthorized user is the one who has no rights to access the user information and reports. 
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